CUSTOM MADE COVERS PROCESS
In order to make a cover from a distance we will not be able to proceed without an actual
photo of the actual item being covered.
If you are not able to supply a photo we are unfortunately not able to make a cover for
you. Even if you provide a disgram with measurements you have taken we will still
require a photo and may still ask you for some specific measurements that we need even
if you have supplied measurements to us.
We are not able to use images from manufacturers websites and we cannot look for an
image for you for the item you wish to cover as we do not want to find the wrong image
as we would then be liable for order errors.
Once you have confirmed that you would like to proceed with a cover and have made
payment we will then request the specific measurements that we require. When they
have been provided your order will then be submitted for manufacturing. From time to
time after checking your photo and your measurements at the point of cutting the pattern / fabric we find that some measurements dont seem to be working out. This does
happen from time to time which is the nature of working from photos and
measurements rather than actually physically measuring the item ourselves.
When you provide the measurements please provide the actual dimensions do not add
anything to the length and the width. We will add some excess to the dimensions the
cover when sewn will be approximately 50mm bigger in length and width than the
measurements you have provided.
With regard to the cover height let us know if you want the cover to go all the way to the
ground and touch the ground or not. If you do not want the cover to touch the ground
we will take off 50-80mm off of the finished cover height compared to your actual to the
ground height supplied.
We will confirm the final measurements that have been agreed by our pattern maker and
you before a cover is made.
Thank you for your order and we hope you can understand the reason why we need to
see an actual photo which is ultimately for your benefit in order to make the cover
correctly.
Coverworld are not responsible for incorrectly supplied dimensions after the order is
confirmed and in for manufacturing.

CUSTOM MADE COVERS PROCESS

If you are able to submit a photo when making your enquiry it will make the order process much easier and quicker as if you accept the quote then we can easily mark your
photo to advise the measurements we require for a custom made cover.
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Request a Quote
If the item to be covered is a simple shape such as rectangle, square etc
then we only need the actual measurments of Length, Width and Height
Submitting a photo with your quote request is best, especially if shaping is required
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Quotation Acceptance
On acceptance of your quotation we will require a 50% deposit or
payment in full before we send back our measurement requirements

Measurements Required

Order cannot proceed without a photo

Pattern Making, Sewing and Fit
For all covers extra size is added to the dimensions provided the cover
Once the cover is made with the excess allowance alterations can be costly please
double check everything before the manufacturing commences

Lead Time
Lead time estimate is advised at time of order between 2 to 6 weeks normally
In some instances lead time may be increased which can depend on many factors this
is not normal and we will contact you if the lead time is considerably longer than we

PATTERN DESIGN AND COVER SHAPING
Covers are made following a simple method of either an up and over
cover design ith sewn on sides or a cover top with a skirt around it

Example above shows up and over
material with sewn on sides

Example above shows a top with
skirt around the top

The pattern cutting and sewing method is determined by the fabric
being used and the item being covered at the discretion of the
pattern maker. All items are made with the least amount of seams. All
covers are made slightly wider than the actual item dimensions.
Where possible after cover fitting you should provide a lift point on
the cover to prevent water from pooling on the cover, water pooling
can penetrate the fabric over the material surface layer it can also
diminsh the fabric lifespan.
It is always posible for water to penetrate stitched seams are the
covers are sewn and are not electro welded

